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Product Highlight

Backwoods BC Bud - Humboldt County 

THC:  22.8% CBD: 0.06%

Hailing from one of the cannabis capitals of North America, Humboldt is a

Sativa-dominant Hybrid that is believed to have a rich lineage. Afghani strains

crossed with a California OG Kush provides these rare genetic energizing

effects, with sweet, fruity aromas that �nishes with a euphoric sedative �nish. 

3.5g - Available at 8th Street, Prince Albert, and Elbow.
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Cake & Caviar - Blueberry

Yum Yum

THC:  22.5% CBD: 0.07%

Our Blueberry Yum Yum comes from

the classic old-school cultivar BC

Blueberry OG. This deeply purple

hued �ower is densely caked with

trichomes and smells like a freshly

harvested blueberry. By adding Cake

to the mix we’ve created a unique

blend of smooth creamy smoke,

synonymous to our Cake strain, and

sweet characteristics known to the

Blueberry lineage.

3.5g - Available at both Saskatoon locations

and Prince Albert.

Flowr - BC Black Cherry

THC:  28.6% CBD: 0.08%

Dark green. Deep purple. Formulated

by the crossing of Black Cherry Pie

and Purple Punch genetics, BC Black

Cherry Punch is a high THC, Indica-

dominant cultivar �aunting violet

leaves and bright orange pistils. With

a unique pro�le that offers pungent

aromatics reminiscent of freshly

baked goods. All Flowr pre-rolls are

created using whole �ower that is

milled and packed.

0.35gx7 Pre-Rolls - Available at 8th Street,

Prince Albert, and Elbow.

Greenade - B.  Island Banner

THC:  23.99% CBD: 0%

High Hopes - Animal Mints

THC:  22.1% CBD: 0.1%

New In-Stock



This green monster also has hidden

strength and features dense nugs

that pack the power of very high THC

content. It’s a powerful strain whose

effects come on quickly and strong

and then tend to settle into a

euphoric and creative buzz. The

effects of this strain are most evident

and linger mostly in the head, but it

may also provide body relaxation that

make it an appropriate daytime bud

for some.

3.5g - Available at 8th Street and Prince

Albert.

Animal Mints #15 is known for its

vigorous growth and higher yields. Its

high leaf count provides an

abundance of surface area which is

coated with trichomes contributing

to its frosty appearance and above

average potency which makes for an

excellent candidate for extraction.

This strain has a sharp sweet aroma

and provides a full body high. 2.49%

terpenes!

7g - Available at 8th Street, Prince Albert,

and Elbow.

Ten Ten - Biscotti Cakes

THC:  25.7% CBD: 0.06

Biscotti Cakes is a Sativa-dominant

Hybrid strain created through

crossing the potent Biscotti and

Wedding Cake. Biscotti Cake has a

heavy sweet and fruity nutty cookie

�avor pro�le with hints of sour

lemony citrus which leave you with

an energetic full-bodied effect. 2.23%

terpenes!

3.5g - Available at all locations.

Weathered Islands - Texada

Coastal

THC:  17.9% CBD: 0%

Sun grown organically on Texada

Island, Weathered Islands’ three-pack

of .5-gram pre-rolled joints are

carefully crafted with an aromatic

blend of hand-harvested plants to

ensure you get a consistent THC

range. Evenly rolled for a smooth

burn, these joints are perfect to grab

and go!

0.5gx3 Pre-Rolls - Available at 8th Street

and Prince Albert.

We're so excited to announce...



Prince Albert

180 17th Street West

Prince Albert, SK

S6V 3X5

Store Hours:

Saturday-Tuesday: 11am-9pm

Wednesday-Friday: 11am-10pm

Contact:  (306) 970-1199

Elbow

356-B Saskatchewan Street

Elbow, SK

S0H 1J0

Store Hours:

Monday-Saturday: 10am-8pm

Sunday: 11am-6pm

Contact:  (306) 854-0004

Cookies is now available at 22nd Street!

"From our humble beginnings in a San Francisco Sunset District garage, we

have always been dedicated to premium genetics that look, smell, and taste

like nothing else."

tel:(306) 970-1199
tel:(306) 854-0004


Saskatoon - 8th Street

1002 8th Street East

Saskatoon, SK

S7H 0R9

Store Hours:

Sunday-Wednesday: 10am-9pm

Thursday-Saturday: 10am-10pm

Contact:  (306) 954-0315

Saskatoon - 22nd Street

#4-604 22nd Street West

Saskatoon, SK

S7M 5W1

Store Hours:

Sunday-Wednesday: 10am-9pm

Thursday-Saturday: 10am-10pm

Contact:  (306) 954-7784
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